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Story

Ship ahoy! The pirate ship gang sets sail

Welcome aboard the Molly Popper, the wackiest ship on the seven seas! Those who sail in her – Tim Buktu,

Captain Beardy Blue and the pirate ship gang – have all sorts of amazing adventures together.

Tim is thrilled to get a job as a clerk on the Molly Popper! Not only is she is the most beautiful ship in the

world – she also has an incredible repertoire of shape-shifting magic tricks.

Beardy Blue, the captain of the Molly Popper, is a loyal pirate of the King and faithfully carries out his

sovereign’s orders. He sails the seas with his weird and wonderful band of pirates: Rotteneye, the best

man in the crow’s nest, Bonebreaker, the toothless ship’s doctor who loves pulling teeth, Baron von

Dexter, the ship’s cook who loves spicy food, and Leo Africanus, the carpenter with a wooden leg. And

then there’s Hendl, a four-engined grouse who thinks he can fly and gives Rotteneye a run for his money in

the crow’s nest.

- Exciting stories, quirky characters and lively dialogues

- A ‘Must’ for Pirate-fans

- Witty illustrations by Zapf

- Pirates of the Caribbean for beginner readers!
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It’s the King’s birthday, and he has asked for a storm sack. The trouble is, nobody actually knows what a

storm sack is. To make matters worse, their arch-enemy Admiral Hammerhead is trying to find one too. The

race is on!

Irmgard Kramer

Irmgard Kramer was born in 1969 in Vorarlberg and grew up in an old house that felt alive. After nineteen

years of being a primary school teacher, she threw away her chalks and now lives as a freelance author

among mountains, cows and cheeses in Bregenzerwald. She writes stories for young and older readers,

and for magazines.
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